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Abstract:

Aims:
The aim of our study was to provide a synthesis of successful policies applied in the fight against malaria in African countries at different stages of intervention; Burkina Faso and Senegal.

Background:
Malaria is a global public health problem with many cases each year in the world (241 million cases with 247,000 deaths; 67% were under five children) in 2020. Most malaria cases occur in Sub-Saharan African countries (93%).

Objective:
The objective of our study was to present policies implemented against malaria (with the best results) in these two African countries (Burkina Faso and Senegal) which are at different stages of intervention. These could serve as an example to others malaria endemics countries. To achieve our purpose, we used DHS survey data and information from a literature synthesis.

Methods:

Data used for analysis are from Demographics and Health Surveys (DHS) 2017-2018 for Burkina Faso and DHS 2017 for Senegal. We added information from a synthesis of the literature. Linear regression models were performed with an estimation of the mean number of persons using insecticide-treated nets among groups (urban or rural areas, wealth level, highest education level in the household and age of household head) in each country. We evaluated the importance of co-factors in the relationship between the number of ITNs in a household and the number of household members by calculating the R-squared.

A criteria grid used for this synthesis of literature included eight important sub-groups: funding sources, entomological monitoring, use of ITNs, use of insecticide, malaria case management, health system organization, communication and surveillance.

Results:

Senegal and Burkina Faso have the same proportion (51%) of households in which all children under 5 sleep under ITNs. We found R-squared (R²=0.007 in Burkina Faso and R²=0.16 in Senegal) for the relationship between the number of ITNs in a household and household size. When wealth level, age of head of household, area of residence (rural or urban), education level in the household and number of bedrooms in the household were controlled for, we found R²=0.106 for Burkina Faso and R²=0.167 for Senegal.

We found that Senegal’s National Malaria Program is decentralized with entomological monitoring in all districts, which is normal considering the intervention stage in the fight against malaria. In Burkina Faso, we found centralization of routine data.

Conclusion:

Our study synthesized the health policies applied in African countries which are at different stages of intervention in the fight against malaria and which have succeeded in maintaining low malaria prevalence (in Senegal) or in rapidly decreasing the prevalence of the disease (in Burkina Faso). Being close to elimination, Senegal required more active malaria surveillance than passive surveillance. Burkina Faso did not require a lot of active surveillance being not close to malaria elimination. These results encourage a review in the context of each African country.
1. BACKGROUND

Malaria is a global public health problem with many cases each year in the world (241 million cases with 247,000 deaths; 67% were under five children) in 2020. Most malaria cases occur in Sub-Saharan African countries (93%). The prevalence of malaria in some Sub-Saharan African countries is very high. While almost all African countries have set up a national program to fight malaria with grants from international organizations, local governments, and private funds, they have not made the same progress.

The question that would arise is what would be the best program to fight malaria in Sub-Saharan African countries? The successful and ideal program against malaria from which all countries can refer to fight against malaria does not exist. According to World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations for strategies to be adopted in the fight against malaria, there is no best model for fighting against malaria. Nevertheless, depending on each context and the targets recommended, each local context could have an adapted best program in the fight against malaria [1, 2].

Senegal and Burkina Faso are two West African countries, each of which has gross domestic products (GDP) of around 20 billion United States Dollars. Yearly minimum and maximum temperatures in Burkina Faso are 24.9 °c and 32.0 °c, and in Senegal 24.5 °c and 32.3 °c. Yearly minimum and maximum rainfall in Burkina Faso are in millimeter (0.30 mm and 230.4 mm), in Senegal (0.18 mm and 261.36 mm). According to several studies carried out in Sub-Saharan African countries, malaria prevalence varies spatially, depending on several factors including socio-economic or environmental factors. It was found that poor’s households, urban areas, the quantity of precipitation, ITN use or other socio-economic or environmental factors are correlated to the increase in malaria risk. Senegal and Burkina Faso are at different stages of intervention in the fight against malaria regarding the progress towards elimination. Senegal is close to malaria elimination while Burkina Faso is not. The national malaria programs of both countries have been very successful in recent years. Senegal has maintained low malaria prevalence for several years and malaria cases number in Burkina Faso have decreased rapidly [3 - 5].

There have been good results from national malaria programs implemented in the last 10 years in these two African countries, despite the climate and socio-economic conditions, which are linked to high malaria risk. Several studies have found that the risk of malaria infection is influenced by climate (such as quantity of rainfall or air temperature) and by socio-economic factors (such as the economic status or education level of a family) which can influence some behaviors such as the use of nets [5 - 7].

According to the operational requirements for malaria elimination outlined by the World Health Organization, identifying and treating a high proportion of the population is crucial for countries that are not very close to elimination, they need to rapidly decrease malaria transmission. For countries that are close to malaria elimination, strengthening health systems with early detection and early treatment of malaria cases is critical for achieving malaria elimination [8].

Malaria is one of the major public health problems in Africa, with most cases and mortalities occurring among African children. Health policies in the fight against malaria have been implemented in Senegal and Burkina Faso, with good results in the reduction of national malaria prevalence. Studies have shown the importance of considering parameters such as funding, malaria case management, health information systems, collection of routine data for surveillance and other specific health policies in the assessment of malaria programs [9 - 11]. The aim of our study was to provide a synthesis of two different successful policies applied in the fight against malaria in African countries at different stages of intervention, Burkina Faso and Senegal. The synthesis of literature focused on differences between malaria programs implemented in the two countries which have had good results in the fight against malaria in the last ten years.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Data

Using malaria diagnostic test results obtained from Demographics and Health Surveys (DHS), which are nationally representative surveys, we estimated malaria prevalence in each concerned country.

DHS data, used for quantitative analysis of ITN use, were from DHS 2017-2018 for Burkina Faso (malaria prevalence estimated with microscopy test was 17%) and from DHS 2017 for Senegal (malaria prevalence estimated with microscopy test was 1%). We used DHS data from 2010 to 2018 to estimate longitudinal progress concerning malaria prevalence in Burkina Faso and Senegal. Senegal (16 million inhabitants) is a west African country with a warm and tropical climate. The northern part of Senegal is very hot (dry Sahelian plain). Burkina Faso (20 million inhabitants) in the center of west Africa, is a landlocked Sahel country. The incidence of malaria in Burkina was 400 per 1,000 population at risk and in Senegal 400 per 1,000 population at risk, in 2018 (World Banque. Country Report) [3]. DHS survey is a cross-sectional, nationally representative survey carried out in developing countries. Firstly, each country was divided into small geographic areas (clusters) and in each cluster, three strata were created: towns, cities and rural or urban areas. In the second degree, households were selected (a two-stage sampling procedure) [2].
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DHS surveys also collect socio-economic data, which we used in this study: urban or rural residence, economic level of the household, possession and use of an ITN, education level in the household, age of head of household, number of rooms in the house and number of household members. The construction of wealth quintiles is based on some considerations of the household population. Information such as water supply, type of vehicle, type of flooring, radio, television, refrigerator, electricity, domestic servants, ownership of agricultural land, sanitation facilities, or country-specific items was used for determining wealth level.

ITN ownership was measured with the number of ITNs in a household and ITN use was measured with the number of under five children number sleeping under ITN the night before the survey.

The prevalence of malaria was estimated using the population category of children aged 6–59 months in all selected households. During DHS surveys, a child infected with malaria was determined by several methods such as microscopy or rapid diagnostic test (RDT). For a rapid diagnostic test (RDT), the result of which, available after 15 minutes, was immediately communicated to the parents or persons responsible for the child. Positive cases received drugs considered to be first-line treatment in the country. To validate the results of the rapid malaria test, a microscopy test was performed. Blood smears were dried, fixed with methanol and packed. Results from microscopy testing were used for the present study [12].

We added information from a synthesis of official literature. The literature used was from the health ministries of each country and international authorities and agencies. We used methods proposed by Judith Green and Nicki Thorogood and we used a criteria grid. We selected official reports from 2010 to 2018, which accurately report national malaria programs in Senegal or Burkina Faso [13, 14].

The literature selected were WHO reports, President’s Malaria Initiative reports, United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) reports [1, 12, 15, 16] and documents from the Ministries of Health of Senegal and Burkina Faso. The criteria grid used for this synthesis of the literature on malaria programs included eight important sub-groups: funding sources, entomological monitoring, use of ITNs, use of insecticide, malaria case management, health system organization, communication and surveillance.

2.2. Statistical Methods

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS version 20.0 and SAS studio. We performed a linear regression to investigate the relationship between the number of ITNs and the number of persons in a household, adjusted for the age of household head, the economic level of the household, the highest education level in the household and the area of residence (rural or urban). The normality and homoscedasticity of regression models were verified by observing the shape of points, curves in plots, and scatter plots of residuals. Figures representing R-squared in each model were shown with their confidence intervals at 95%.

We estimated the mean number of persons using ITNs among groups (urban or rural areas, wealth level, highest education level in the household and age of household head) and in each country using analysis of variance which is an important tool for multiple comparisons of groups.

The ANOVA provides much information, but it does not provide detailed information about differences between specific study groups. It was used to select a model that fits the best situation according to socio-economics factors [17].

We evaluated the importance of socio-economic factors in our linear regression model for the relationship between the number of ITNs in a household and the number of household members by computing the R-squared of each model. We must note that this evaluation was performed considering only areas of intermediate malaria endemicity (prevalence 5–40%) and high endemicity (prevalence >40%). Areas of low malaria endemicity (malaria prevalence <5) were not considered in this estimation.

Semi-partial correlation (correlated to R-squared) provides a solid estimate of the relative importance of each predictor in a multiple regression model. Studies have demonstrated the unique contribution of each independent variable in a multiple regression model. The square of semi-correlation represents how much the R-squared value decreases in a model when a predictor is removed. We used the decrease in the R² value when a co-variable is dropped from the model to assess the importance of a factor in the model for each country (Senegal or Burkina Faso) [18].

3. RESULTS

Data from DHS surveys used are described in Table 1. We used a sample size of 6183 households for Burkina Faso and 12797 households for Senegal. Even if difference in sample size, each sample is a national representative for the concerning country.

We can observe that the proportion of the poorest households in Senegal (31.0%) is triple the proportion of the richest (8.8%). In Burkina Faso, there is almost the same proportion of all wealth levels in the population. The proportion of urban households in Senegal (34.1%) is double the proportion of urban households in Burkina Faso (15.8%).

In 2010, malaria prevalence was 1% in Senegal and 66% in Burkina Faso (Fig. 1). Burkina Faso has made significant progress in decreasing malaria prevalence at the national level (from 66% in the year 2010 to 17% in the year 2018).

Fig. (1) shows the longitudinal trend for malaria prevalence in these two countries (Senegal and Burkina Faso). We can observe that malaria prevalence in Burkina Faso has decreased greatly.

Studies found differences between the use and the ownership of ITN while the use of ITNs is an important element in the fight against malaria [19-21]. We compared the mean number of ITNs used in sub-groups for each country. We observed that the mean number of ITNs used is almost the same in urban and rural households in Burkina Faso with no significant difference (p-value=0.46). We found also that there is no significant difference in the number of ITNs used considering the highest education level in households in both
countries (p-value=0.43 for Senegal and p-value=0.36 for Burkina Faso) (Table 2). Wealth level is an important factor in ITN use [21]. Poor households used significantly more ITNs than the richest households in both countries (Senegal and Burkina Faso), which is an effective policy. Studies have demonstrated that the poorest houses are at increased malaria risk due to the absence of windows with insect filters or other house qualities [22].

We found a positive linear relationship between the number of ITNs per household and the number of members per household in both countries. In Senegal and Burkina Faso, the number of ITNs per household increases with the household size (Fig. 2A and 2B). When we controlled the relationship between the number of ITNs and the number of household members with the age of household head, economic level of household, place of residence (urban/ rural), highest education level in the household and number of sleeping rooms in the household, we found for Burkina Faso ($R^2=0.106$) and Senegal ($R^2=0.167$) (Table 3).

### Table 1. Descriptive of data.

| Description of Countries || Burkina Faso | Senegal  |
|---------------------------|--------------|----------|
| Population (n)            | 20,835,401   | 16,209,125 |
| Area in Km² (% water body)| 274,400 (0%) | 196,722 (2.1%) |
| Density (persons/km²)     | 76           | 82       |
| Gross Domestic Products (USD/ persons) | 640       | 1033     |
| Human Development Index   | 0.402        | 0.505    |
| Agriculture (% population)| 80           | 16       |
| Population below poverty line (%) | 33        | 33       |
| Gini index for income inequality | 35.3 (2014) | 40.3 (2011) |

**Description of DHS Data Used**

- Sample size (N= number of households): 6183 (12797)
- Proportion of urban population: 15.8% (34.1%)
- Wealth level of households**:  
  - Poorest: 20.5% (31.0%)
  - Poor: 22.4% (24.7%)
  - Middle: 20.5% (22.4%)
  - Richer: 20.4% (13.1%)
  - Richest: 16.2% (8.8%)
- Malaria prevalence: 17.0% (0.4%)
- Household where all under 5 children sleeping under ITN: 51.5% (50.8%)

**Note:* 530 km of coast.

**: Data from World Bank [19] and from OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) [20].

***: Construction of wealth quintiles in DHS data is based on some considerations of household population. Information such as water supply, type of vehicle, type of flooring, radio, television, refrigerator, electricity, domestic servants, ownership of agricultural land, sanitation facilities, or country-specific items were used to determine wealth level.

Malaria prevalence from 2010 to 2018

**Fig. (1).** Progress for malaria prevalence in Senegal and Burkina Faso from 2010 to 2018 (DHS surveys) [2].
Table 2. Comparison of ITN number used by household in Senegal and in Burkina Faso.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of children who use ITNs in the household</th>
<th>Senegal</th>
<th>Burkina Faso</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mean in                                        |         |              |
| -Urban areas                                   | 1.38    | 1.46         |
| -Rural areas                                   | 1.32    | 1.58         |

| Mean by household economic level:              |         |              |
| -Poorest                                       | 1.22    | 1.34         |
| -Poor                                          | 1.34    | 1.46         |
| -Middle                                        | 1.26    | 1.46         |
| -Richer                                        | 1.09    | 1.26         |

| Highest Education level in the household:      |         |              |
| -No education                                  | 1.28    | 1.28         |
| -Primary                                       | 1.39    | 1.39         |
| -Secondary                                     | 1.17    | 1.17         |
| -Higher                                        | 1.09    | 1.09         |

| Age of head of household:                      |         |              |
| -Under 25                                      | 1.14    | 1.20         |
| -25 to 50 years                                | 1.63    | 1.60         |
| -Over 50 years                                 |         |              |

Fig. (2A). Evolution of ITN number according to number of household members in Senegal.

Fig. (2B). Evolution of ITN number according to number of household members in Burkina Faso.
This result indicates that in Senegal, the number of ITNs in a household increases more rapidly with the size of the household than in Burkina Faso. Senegal needs to do more than apply the universal distribution of ITNs. If a resurgence of the disease is to be avoided, Senegal must also organize free distribution in targeted areas and to targeted sub-groups according to surveillance data.

We observed that socio-economic and demographic factors such as the age of household head, economic level of household, place of residence (urban/ rural), highest education level in the household, and number of sleeping rooms in the household had almost the same effect on the possession of ITNs in Senegal, with the place of residence (urban or rural) having a slightly greater effect than other factors. In Burkina Faso, the wealth level of households had a little more influence than other socio-economic factors on ITN possession (Table 4).

Socio-economic factors such as wealth level must be overcome by policies implemented against malaria. Several studies have noted that poor households have a greater need for the use of ITNs than the richest households [23]. It is very important to reach all categories of households for the distribution of ITNs, particularly households in targeted areas.

4. DISCUSSION

The objective of our study was to synthesize policies implemented against malaria (with the best results) in these two African countries (Burkina Faso and Senegal), which are at different stages of intervention, but the objective was not to compare the two countries. The goal was to show two different models of malaria control that give good results. To achieve our purpose, we used DHS survey data and information from a literature synthesis. National representative surveys which include data on diagnostic malaria tests showed that the prevalence of malaria differs greatly from one African country to another. Significant differences in the prevalence of malaria are found even between neighbouring countries. In the last 10 last years, national malaria prevalence in Burkina Faso has significantly decreased and malaria prevalence in Senegal has remained very low (around 1%) for several years.

Table 3. Importance of co-factors in the relationship between the number of ITNs in a household and the number of households members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R² of model</th>
<th>Burkina Faso</th>
<th>Senegal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model with all variables</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model without age of household head</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model without wealth level of household</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model without place of residence (Urban/ rural)</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model without highest education level in the household</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model without number of sleeping room in household</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Literature synthesis of policies implemented in National program against malaria of Senegal and Burkina Faso from 2010 to 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Politics</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entomological Monitoring</td>
<td>Senegal: In each district during rainy season research on: resistance testing, species composition, feeding preferences, sporozoite rates. Burkina Faso: In some districts: annual entomological monitoring as Solenza, Kampti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of ITNs</td>
<td>Senegal: 1. Mass distribution: -Free distribution of 1.8 per person every three years. For pregnant women, free distribution of ITNs (from first antenatal consultation). For children, free distribution once a year (in targeted regions). Burkina Faso: 1. Mass distribution: -Free distribution of 1.8 per person every three years. For pregnant women, free distribution of ITNs (not always to all pregnant women). -Free distribution of ITN during immunization program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Insecticide Use

1. **Indoor residual spraying**
   - Indoor residual spraying in a whole district where malaria incidence is more than 50 per 1,000 persons and where indoor biting is most common. Studies have been performed on the acceptability of this procedure. This is an acceptable intervention that has been proven to work.  
   - Resistance tests were performed for several insecticides in different districts.
   - Policy not yet implemented.

2. **Insecticide resistance management**
   - Resistance tests were performed for insecticides in some districts.
   - Insecticide resistance studies have been done in Burkina Faso and this has enabled the malaria program to order the new generation mosquito nets for the distribution campaign that took place in 2019.

### Malaria Cases Management

1. **Diagnosis**
   - In high transmission areas, once a week during rainy season, health workers experiencing fever took a home-based test. Treatment was provided to positive cases. This also applied to children under the age of 5 years.
   - In areas with less than 5 cases per 1,000 persons, investigations in patient’s household.

2. **Treatment**
   - First line treatment is Artesunate-Amodiaquine, Artemether-Lumefantrine, Dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine.
   - Seasonal malaria chemoprevention is implemented in some regions according to WHO recommendations.
   - Availability of malaria commodities because of better management due to: training of health workers (best prescribing) and use of drug management software (SAGE) in the health system information.
   - RDT is used for almost all malaria diagnostic testing. Microscopy is used to confirm malaria cases (in health facilities). The confirmation rate was 77.5% in 2014, 91.7% in 2017 and 97.6% in 2018.
   - First line treatment is Artesunate-Amodiaquine, Artemether-Lumefantrine, (10,457,752 cases in 2017 and 10,807,674 cases in 2018 treated with ACT, and 281,535 in 2017 and 267,194 cases in 2018 of treated with injectable artesunate).
   - Chemoprevention during peak season with Artesunate-Amodiaquine for children under five.
   - Several training courses on malaria case management for health workers.

### Health System

- Introduction of malariology course in nursing training.
- Several training courses for managers, health workers in hospitals and in laboratories: performance-based financing for producing high impact health budget for a specific country, training on case management and diagnosis at hospital and at home, quality control of drugs (register of drug equivalence). This program is supported by the university and the PNLP*. Malaria diploma is credited by UCAD**.
- Research for new intervention: research policy concerning feasibility of intervention and their acceptability.
- Conduction of integrated logistic visits in all regions for delivering a detailed report.
- Audits are frequently performed.
- Decentralization of malaria program implementation. As an example, the management of promotional and prevention activities is done according to the local context of each community.
- Yearly training courses for malaria program staff and for all health workers.
- Elevation of Burkina Faso Malaria National Program in the organigram of Ministry of Health for more efficiency and direct interaction.
- Implementation of drug efficacy studies.
- The removal of barriers to geographic and financial accessibility through investments and the implementation of subsidy and free policies (peaks from 2016) have contributed to better attendance by populations at health facilities and to better notification of cases. Hence, the increase in prevalence and / or incidence. However, cases of severe malaria and its lethality have decreased significantly due to the fact that the population has easy access to consultation and receives good quality care. At the central level: The planning of malaria control activities revolves around the development of five-year strategic plans. Funding and management of the malaria control program is done at the federal level.

### Communication

- Mass communication: during theater, with radio communication, home visits (local context is considered).
- Mass communication campaign: education of population by film projection, theater, home visits.

### Surveillance

- Annually, continuous Demographic Health survey.
- Centralization of all relevant malaria data from health posts in each district (creation of a web-platform).
- Collection of routine data from: district health centers, surveys (DHS, MIS) and data from surveillance sites. Some demographic and health surveillance sites are already functional ( Nouna, Sapone and Kaya).

---

**Table 4 contd.**

| Note: PNLP*: National fight program against malaria (in French). |
| UCAD**: University Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar (Senegal). |
| References for Synthesis of literature: [1, 12, 15-16, 24-36] |
4.1. Funding

Like almost all African countries, Senegal and Burkina Faso have national malaria programs supported by international and other external funds [32 - 35]. Most of the funding for the fight against malaria in both countries comes from international partners such as the United State National Institute of Health, the United Kingdom Department for International Development, the European Commission, the Wellcomtrust and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

The big question is whether those external funds are adequately distributed according to the needs of the national malaria programs in Burkina Faso and Senegal [33, 35]. Head, who investigated malaria research funds in African countries from 1997 to 2015, found that Burkina Faso is in the group of the highest-funded African countries concerning research on malaria (more than $ 30 million) and Senegal is in the second highest-funded group of countries ($ 5-30 million) [36].

It is crucial that the use of funds responds to the real needs of a country. A study by Barrenho demonstrated the importance of effective coordination among different donors of malaria funds if a good level of performance in relevant policies is to be achieved [37].

4.2. Entomological Monitoring

Entomological research is an important part of research for implementing regional policies against malaria. In Senegal, entomological monitoring is conducted several times a year in each district [22] and in Burkina Faso, it is conducted once a year in some districts. This does not necessarily indicate that one country’s entomological monitoring is more effective than the others. It can be a difference in strategy based on the country’s context and stage of intervention in the fight against malaria. Burkina Faso may have a few highly relevant sentinel sites, a system that can be as effective as covering each district. As malaria has almost been eliminated in Senegal, a lot of active surveillance and control, including vector surveillance, is necessary. It is important for Senegal to have an entomological surveillance site in each district, but it is not necessary for Burkina Faso if fewer sentinel sites can adequately cover the whole country. Studies have found that several changes occur in mosquito behavior, mosquito abundance, composition, and dominant vectors, sometimes due to policies implemented in the fight against malaria such as the use of ITNs, the use of insecticide, or chemoprevention. Entomological monitoring is an important element in the initial stages of the implementation of a malaria intervention policy and for surveillance [38].

4.3. ITN Policy

Both countries have applied a policy of free distribution of ITNs (1.8 ITNs per person every 3 years) throughout the population. Senegal does more with the additional free distribution of ITNs every year in targeted districts and to targeted populations, such as children under five.

Knowing that Burkina Faso is more populated than Senegal and the proportion of the poorest households in Senegal (31.0%) is triple the proportion of the richest in Burkina Faso (8.8%), this is particularly important for household ownership of bed nets and use. It must be noted also that wealthy people may have access to good housing, good sanitation and environmental management, aid conditioner, etc. All factors are determinants to be considered when providing interpretation. Quantitative data used in this paper is about the possession of ITN and the use of ITN. Senegal and Burkina Faso have the same proportion (51%) of households in which all children under 5 sleep under an ITN. In general, the wealth level of households has a positive relation with ITN possession but a negative relation with ITN use. This must be considered in the management of the fight against malaria. As mentioned before, although studies have demonstrated that the poorest houses are potentially at higher malaria risk than the richest houses, this should be relatively discussed with the fact that wealthy people have more access to a clean environment, access to other means of protection from malaria and may not need necessary bed nets compared to the poorest household. In Senegal, there is a significant difference between the mean number of ITN owners in households in rural and urban areas, but in Burkina Faso, there is no significant difference. A study by Thwing explained that the difference between ITN numbers in urban and rural households in Senegal was due to the fact that Senegal also applied free ITN distribution to children under five. As rural households had more children under five than urban households, it was logical that there were more ITNs in rural areas than in urban areas in Senegal [39].

For both countries, in rural areas, there is a little more use of mosquito nets than in urban areas (not a significant difference). Due to suitable environments for mosquito breeding sites, malaria is mainly transmitted in rural areas and can influence the use of ITN. The study of Mfueni found that there is more risk of malaria in rural areas than in urban areas [5].

Several studies have demonstrated that the use of ITNs can greatly reduce malaria risk by reducing the rate of mosquito bites and the density of mosquitoes [23]. Wealth level is an important factor in ITN possession in African countries [30]. We found that poor households had the highest mean number of ITN use in both Senegal and Burkina Faso. Studies have demonstrated that the poorest houses are potentially at higher malaria risk than the richest houses [31].

The possession of ITNs does not necessarily equate to the use of ITNs. The use of ITNs in a population is strongly associated with the education of the population on the prevention of malaria. Senegal and Burkina Faso have implemented communication policies appropriate for the local context and level of education. We found that in Senegal and Burkina Faso, there is no significant difference in the use of ITNs in relation to the highest education level in the household. The wealth level of households is the most important factor for ITN possession in Burkina Faso (R²=0.096) but not in Senegal (R²=0.166) for the model of the relationship between ITN possession with some socio-demographic factors as shown in Table 3.

4.4. Insecticide Use

Resistance tests for insecticide are performed in Senegal
...and Burkina Faso. A policy of indoor residual spraying has not been applied in Burkina Faso, whereas Senegal has implemented indoor residual spraying in districts where the incidence of malaria is higher than 50 per 1,000 persons. Studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of indoor spraying in the fight against malaria. A study by Plüss using randomized comparison found that indoor residual spraying significantly reduces the prevalence of malaria in unstable settings [40, 41]. In Senegal, there has been a reduction in immunity in the population. The risk of a rapid resurgence is therefore highly possible if all areas are not under control. A policy of indoor spraying is an effective tool for rapidly decreasing mosquito vector capacity in targeted areas. It must be noted that the use of ITNs in both countries has also contributed to a decrease in vector capacity.

Insecticide resistance research is being conducted in the two countries to determine which insecticide can be used against local malaria vectors. The study of insecticide resistance in the fight against malaria is very important and can influence malaria control in several ways. Resistance to insecticide may produce a gap between the entomological studies and the efficacy of epidemiological studies [24].

4.5. Case Management

First line treatment is the same in the two countries, but we found a great difference between Senegal and Burkina Faso concerning the diagnosis of cases. As malaria has almost been eliminated in Senegal, more targeted case management in high-transmission areas is necessary. Home-based diagnosis is performed and health workers with the objective of rapidly decreasing malaria transmission give malaria treatment to positive cases. Senegal introduced home-based management of malaria cases in 2008 with rapid diagnostic tests and artemisinin-based combination therapy as a treatment for positive cases [42].

A study by Landier demonstrated the importance of early diagnosis and treatment in the reduction of malaria transmission. In the case of P. falciparum malaria cases, treatment within 48 hours from the onset of fever is a preventative action against malaria transmission. Without early diagnosis and treatment or with the incomplete treatment of victims following bites from infected mosquitoes, gametocyte remains in those individuals for several days after clearance of asexual parasites. They remain infected and can transmit malaria [25].

4.6. Health System Organization

Senegal’s national malaria program is decentralized, but the opposite is the case in Burkina Faso. A centralized program is a system in which the federal government makes the decision for all areas in the country. Decentralization allows Senegal to implement a more effective malaria program according to the context of each district, considering, for example, dominant vector species, the quantity of rainfall and temperature, and the education level of the population. As a country close to eliminating malaria, Senegal must closely monitor all districts to avoid a resurgence of the disease and maintain very low transmission. A study published in 2016 demonstrated the benefits of local contextualization of policies implemented in the fight against malaria [43].

4.7. Communication Policy

Local context is more widely used in communication policies for the national malaria program of Senegal and Burkina Faso. The most appropriate methods of communication for reaching a targeted population must be tailored for different regions. The culture of each region or its socio-economic conditions must be considered if the best results are to be achieved from malaria programs [44]. In Senegal, research policies on the feasibility of interventions and their acceptability are integrated into the national malaria program [28 - 31]. Several studies converge, finding that it is better to work within a local than a national context to eliminate this significant public health problem in Africa.

4.8. Surveillance

In Senegal, a demographic and health survey with epidemiological centers for surveillance in each district is organized every year. In Burkina Faso, routine data are collected from all districts and data from surveys (questionnaires) by mobile phone. We can observe that malaria surveillance implemented in Burkina Faso is more passive than active, while in Senegal (a country close to malaria elimination), malaria surveillance is more active than passive. Active surveillance contributes to the reduction of malaria transmission and will facilitate malaria elimination. Testing and treating during active surveillance enable the identification of people who do not go to hospitals and facilitates the early detection of malaria cases, which reduces malaria transmission. A study by Singh found that active surveillance is an effective element in policies implemented for malaria elimination [45].

4.9. Limitations and Merits

Although the strength of our study was to combine information from a synthesis of the literature with quantitative data, there are some limitations. Due to the unavailability of data in the two countries, the quantitative analysis only focused on the relationships between the number or use of ITNs with the number of people in a household (with socioeconomic and demographic factors controlled for). Therefore, the results of the analysis show and focus only on the vector interventions while information on other policies was collected during DHS surveys but is not available. The results of this study highlight the ITN net interventions with the correlation to household size. It is the partial segment of the malaria control (elimination) policy that cannot conclude all other confounding factors related to malaria. It lacks, for example, additional quantitative analyses of the availability and quality of diagnostic tests, treatment and other interventions. We hope that future studies can address this limitation. Considering that the prevalence of malaria and the use of ITNs were estimated on children under five years old, it is necessary to take a step back and consider confounding elements between the wealth level of households and the use of ITNs (number of children in the household, rural/urban areas, quality of housing, number of rooms). We would like to use more demographic factors in our models. Another demographic information associated with the
household in our DHS data was the sex of the head of the household (apart from the age of the head of the household). We did not use the sex of the head of the household in our statistical models because almost all the households involved in the data used had male household heads.

CONCLUSION

We synthesized health policies implemented in the national malaria programs of Senegal and Burkina Faso considering a criteria grid with the policy on entomological monitoring, the use of ITNs, the use of insecticides, management of malaria cases, health system organization, communication and surveillance, highlighting our synthesis on some differences in these two National malaria programs. Knowing that comparison between the two countries was not the purpose of our study, a systemic conclusion will not be given because few details do not matter in descriptions of policies implemented in the two countries or on transmission information.

From 2010 to 2018 malaria prevalence in Senegal remains almost the same (around 1%) and in Burkina Faso, malaria prevalence decreased greatly (66% to 17%). We found that wealth level remains an important factor for ITN use in both countries; the poorest households use more ITN than the richest households. It can be due to the qualities of households or the use of insecticide. We found for Burkina Faso ($R^2=0.106$) and Senegal ($R^2=0.167$), the relationship between the number of ITNs and the number of household members, controlled by the age of household head, economic level of household, place of residence (urban/ rural), highest education level in the household and number of sleeping rooms in the household; what means more variance in Burkina Faso than in Senegal for ITN ownership. In Senegal, entomological monitoring is conducted in each district and in Burkina Faso, it is conducted in some districts once a year. In Senegal, health workers carry out weekly home tests in areas of high transmission during the rainy season for under five children, which is not necessary for Burkina Faso. Artesunate-Amodiaquine is one of the first-line treatment for malaria in Senegal and Burkina Faso.

As malaria has almost been eliminated in Senegal, a lot of active monitoring and surveillance is necessary, such as entomological monitoring in each district or an indoor residual spraying policy, in order to rapidly and locally decrease mosquito vector capacity. Senegal’s national malaria program is decentralized and the opposite is the case in Burkina Faso. However, we found the centralization of routine data in Burkina Faso to be effective. Being close to malaria elimination and having neighboring countries with high malaria transmission areas, it is challenging for Senegal to maintain a stable low transmission level, particularly as the immunity of its population against malaria is decreasing [46].

The health systems of countries close to malaria elimination must be strengthened by robust research, particularly on factors that have a significant impact on transmission. These countries must be able to swiftly detect an increase in malaria cases in all areas. To maintain control of this low malaria transmission, Senegal needs to conduct entomological research in all areas to determine vector capacity in each district (longevity, density and bionomics of the mosquitoes prevalent in the concerned areas) and to improve health systems. This monitoring in all areas will enable more active surveillance for malaria case management within specific local contexts. If malaria is to be eliminated, the national malaria prevalence in Burkina Faso must be reduced. The malaria program of Burkina Faso must decrease the malaria reproduction rate to a rate lower than one. Implemented health policies must rapidly reduce mosquito vector capacity and human infectivity to rapidly decrease the malaria reproduction rate. Mosquito capacity as a malaria vector can be reduced through IRS (which influences the daily survival rate) and the use of ITNs (which influences the daily survival rate and human biting rate). Human infectivity can be reduced through early and effective malaria treatment [46].

Data used in our study confirmed what the synthesis of the literature demonstrated. Due to data availability, only the ITN policy has been analysed while the other policies are only described. The mean number of ITNs used per household in Burkina Faso is almost the same as in Senegal. The importance of the combination of all policies applied in accordance with the local context and the stage of malaria intervention was indicated. As malaria has almost been eliminated in Senegal, more active malaria surveillance than passive was necessary. In Burkina Faso, which is not close to malaria elimination, a lot of active surveillance was not necessary to decrease malaria prevalence in the country. A study by Gachelin et al. demonstrated the importance of combining strategies with various policies against malaria to achieve a better result [47].

Even if they do not have the same interventions in the fight against malaria, these two countries are examples of successfully implemented health policies. The incidence of malaria in Senegal remains low for several years and the incidence of malaria decrease exponentially in Burkina Faso over these last ten years. Senegal has achieved a lot in terms of reducing malaria prevalence. Such experience should be suggested for Burkina Faso in terms of starting to implement gradual demographic and health surveys with epidemiological centers. In Burkina Faso, some demographic and health surveillance sites are already functional. These could serve as an example to include a package of intervention and gradually more additional districts. In addition, in terms of policy implication, it is important to recommend more decentralization of malaria fights across health system levels for more effectiveness. We believe that decentralization including community involvement is key to reducing the malaria burden. A centralized system is very often proved to be less efficient. Although active case detection is recommended for the country having reached the elimination stage. Regarding this paper, we can also recommend mass treatment in highly affected areas in complement to chemoprevention already conducted in some Burkina Faso districts [47].

Considering the level of the fight against malaria, and economic or political choices, the strategies can be different and adapted. In countries close to malaria elimination, active policies more than passive policies are essential to keep the prevalence of malaria very low, such as continuous entomological surveillance and in all areas or early diagnosis.
The purpose of this study was not to demonstrate the difference in the policies applied in the fight against malaria, but the purpose of this study was to demonstrate that whatever the reason that a strategy is adopted in the fight against malaria if it is done considering local context, it can lead to good results.

Our study provided a synthesis of the health policies applied in African countries at different stages of intervention in the fight against malaria, which has strongly succeeded in maintaining low malaria prevalence (in Senegal) or in rapidly reducing it (in Burkina Faso). These results merit a review in the context of each African country. We observe that there is no best model for fighting against malaria, but each national program can be the best if it considers the local context.
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- GDPs = Gross domestic products
- PNLP = National fight program against malaria (in French).
- UCAD = University Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar (Senegal)
- ITNs = insecticide-treated net
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